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‘[AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FRAGMENT (A DREAM  
OF LIFE)]’ 

 
HIROSHI MUTO 

 
 
 

Textual problems with existing editions 
 
None of the previous editions of D. H. Lawrence’s unfinished 
utopian essay-story, ‘[Autobiographical Fragment]’, are satisfactory. 
Surprisingly, the most recent Cambridge edition of the work (LEA 
49–68) is even more erroneous than the Phoenix text (P 817–36). A 
new, more accurate edition is presented here, following a discussion 
of the textual history and a statement of the editorial policy of the 
new edition, and followed by the textual apparatus and a further 
description of the manuscript. 

It was probably late in October 1927 that Lawrence started 
writing this text (LEA xiii). What begins as an essay on his 
homecoming transitions, halfway through, into a poignant story in 
which the narrator awakes after a thousand years’ sleep to find 
himself in a utopian version of his hometown. Lawrence left this 
piece unfinished, untitled and thus unpublished. It was first published 
posthumously in Phoenix in 1936, under the title of 
‘[Autobiographical Fragment]’, then collected, and aptly renamed ‘A 
Dream of Life’ by the editor Keith Sagar, in the Penguin edition of 
The Princess and Other Stories (1971). The latest version is that of 
the ‘Cambridge Edition of the Works of D. H. Lawrence’, included 
in its Late Essays and Articles (2004), edited by James T. Boulton. 

There are five extant texts of this essay-story. 
 

1 Holograph Manuscript (Bancroft Library, University of 
California, Berkeley; E30a in Warren Roberts and Paul 
Poplawski’s A Bibliography of D. H. Lawrence).1 Lawrence’s 
notebook contains forty-two pages of text (erroneously 
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numbered by the author, since there are two page threes), 
followed by five stubs of torn-out leaves bearing about two 
hundred words and parts of words.2 It is likely that Lawrence, 
unsatisfied with the direction of the writing, tore them out.  

2 Carbon Typescript (Bancroft Library, University of California, 
Berkeley; E30b in Roberts and Poplawski’s A Bibliography of 
D. H. Lawrence). This typescript is probably a posthumous 
transcription for the posthumous publication of Phoenix.  

3 Phoenix Edition (first published 1936), titled ‘[Autobiographical 
Fragment]’.3 

4 Penguin Edition (The Princess and Other Stories, 1971), titled 
‘A Dream of Life’.4 Apart from its title, this edition is identical 
to the Phoenix text, except for seven differences in punctuation, 
one in hyphenation, and one typo, indicating that it is based on 
the Phoenix edition, not on Lawrence’s holograph manuscript.  

5 Cambridge Edition (Late Essays and Articles, 2004).5 The title 
given in this edition is once again ‘[Autobiographical 
Fragment]’. The base text is the holograph manuscript.6  
 

Of the five texts described above, 1 (MS), 3 (Phoenix) and 5 
(Cambridge) are important. 

Seventeen substantial errors were introduced when the text was 
typewritten and typeset for the publication of Phoenix:  

 
Major errors in the Phoenix Edition 

MS Phoenix  
thin then (818:5) 
But And (821:32) 
all so much all is much (823:9) 
rock rocks (824:5) 
well wells (824:17) 
blue-eyed said blue-eyed one said (827:32) 
We He (828:8) 
men man (828:30) 
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yellow golden (830:1) 
like lilac sparks like sparks (832:21) 
me us (833:4) 
two last men two lusty men (833:27) 
still. The room still. [NEW PARAGRAPH] The room 

(834:21–2) 
fruited fruit-like (835:9) 
fretful child perfect child (835:35) 
“It It (836:15) 
eat— eat. [NEW LINE] [unfinished] 

(836:16) 
 

Ten of the seventeen errors listed above have been corrected in 
the Cambridge Edition. However, a large number of new 
transcriptional errors are to be found in the Cambridge Edition, a 
total of fifty such mistakes within the nineteen pages of the text. 
 

Transcriptional errors in the Cambridge Edition 
MS Cambridge  

beauty, beauty 50:21 
men man 50:25  
Dionysos Dionysus 52:33 
right  right, 53:12 
odds,  odds. 53:20–1 
memories. memories, 54:26 
Well well! “Well, well! 54:28 
well well! well, well! 54:38–9 
her: what her. What 55:3 
screens, screens; 55:23 
living,” if living.” if 55.27 
men man 55:31 
shaft:—If   shaft: If 55:40 
rock rocks 56:30 
lemons, lemons. 57:1 
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well wells 57:2 
alive, alive 57:30 
“—Now,”  “Now,” 57:35 
moments, moments 58:15  
Those  These 58:21 
then than 58:25 
I; I, 58:28 
moved. moved, 59:2 
whiteness: whiteness; 59:24 
me, me. 59:28 
woolen woollen 59:38 
hands: hands, 60:1 
knew know 60:3 
We He 60:25 
walked, walked 60:38 
men man 61:7  
these men these man 62:6 
beech-leaves beach-leaves 62:13 
woolen woollen 62:20 
houses; houses, 63:28 
porticos porticoes 63:28 
woolen woollen 63:37 
touching torching 64:5 
west, west. 64:6 
falling falling, 64:34 
last lust 65:33  
liquid butter liquid-butter 65:39–40 
themselves, themselves 66:12 
porticos porticoes 66:32 
golden coloured golden-coloured 66:36 
porticos porticoes 66:36 
seems seems, 67:20 
preservation—  preservation, 67:29 
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fretful perfect 67:35 
butterfly, butterfly 68:9 

 
These errors result in numerous ungrammatical sentences, some 

of which follow (the errors are underlined). 
 

(a) They are not rough, wild man [MS men] (Cambridge 50:25).  
(b) Again my eyes were opened, and I even saw objects, great 

things that were here and were there and than [MS then] were 
not there (Cambridge 58:24–5). 

(c) So as they washed me. [MS ,] I came to myself (Cambridge 
59:28). 

(d) I was like a wound, and the touch of these man [MS men] 
healed me at once (Cambridge 62:6). 

 
A misspelling occurs once: “beach-leaves [MS beech-leaves]” 

(Cambridge 62:13). 
There are times when transcriptional errors lead to changes of 

meaning: 
 
(e) He [MS We] went slowly down the heap of loose earth and 

stones, which I remembered had fallen (Cambridge 60:25). 
(f) “I can go alone!” I said to the man [MS men] (Cambridge 

61:7). 
(g) Man was a perfect [MS fretful] child so long (Cambridge 

67:35). 
 

There are sentences which are both grammatically and 
semantically wrong: 
 

(h) The red sun was almost torching [MS touching] the tips of the 
tree-covered hills away in the west. [MS ,] Sherwood Forest 
grown dense again (Cambridge 64:5–6). 

(i) He took me out, and showed me lavatories and baths, with 
two lust [MS last] men standing under the douches 
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(Cambridge 65:33–4). 
 
As stated earlier, of the seventeen major errors in the Phoenix 

text, listed above, ten have been corrected in the Cambridge text:  
 
“then” (Phoenix 818:5)→“thin” (MS, Cambridge 51:6) 
“And” (Phoenix 821:32)→“But” (MS, Cambridge 54:22) 
“all is much” (Phoenix 823:9)→“all so much” (MS, Cambridge 

55:35) 
“blue-eyed one said” (Phoenix 827:32)→“blue-eyed said” (MS, 

Cambridge 60:9) 
“golden” (Phoenix 830:1)→“yellow” (MS, Cambridge 62:15) 
“like sparks” (Phoenix 832:21)→“like lilac sparks” (MS, 

Cambridge 64:30–1) 
“us” (Phoenix 833:4)→“me” (MS, Cambridge 65:13) 
“still. [NEW PARAGRAPH] The room” (Phoenix  

834:21–2)→“still. The room” (MS, Cambridge 66:26) 
“fruit-like” (Phoenix 835:9)→“fruited” (MS, Cambridge 67:11) 
“It” (Phoenix 836:15)→““It” (MS, Cambridge 68:14). 
 
However, thirteen new substantial errors occur in the Cambridge 

text, giving rise to ungrammatical sentences and changes of meaning:  
 

Major newly introduced errors in the Cambridge Edition 
MS and Phoenix Cambridge  

men (Phoenix 817:27) man (50:25) 
living,” if (Phoenix 822:41) living.” if (55:27) 
men (Phoenix 823:5) man (55:31) 
lemons, (Phoenix 824:17) lemons. (57:1) 
Those (Phoenix 825:39) These (58:21) 
then (Phoenix 826:3) than (58:25) 
moved. (Phoenix 826:21) moved, (59:2) 
me, (Phoenix 827:10) me. (59:28) 
knew (Phoenix 827:25) know (60:3) 
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these men (Phoenix 829:32) these man (62:6) 
beech-leaves (Phoenix 829:39–
40) 

beach-leaves (62:13) 

touching (Phoenix 831:32) torching (64:5) 
west, (Phoenix 831:33) west. (64:6) 
 
The Cambridge edition of ‘[Autobiographical Fragment]’ is thus less 
reliable than the Phoenix text. (The editor of the Cambridge text, 
James T. Boulton, claims to have collated the autograph manuscript 
with the carbon copy typescript and the Phoenix text,7 but it does not 
seem to have been done with sufficient care.)  

These textual problems make a new edition of 
“[Autobiographical Fragment]” necessary.

 

Acknowledgements: I am grateful to the Bancroft Library, University of 
California, Berkeley for allowing me access to the manuscripts of D. H. 
Lawrence’s ‘[Autobiographical Fragment (A Dream of Life)]’. My thanks 
also go to James Raeside for improving my English, and to Hirohiko Abe, 
Daiki Fujimura, Takako Fukuyama, Fuko Hioki, Yukie Ishizaka and Eiko 
Matsubara for helping me check Lawrence’s manuscripts and editions.  
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3rd Edition (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2001), 574. 
2  E. W. Tedlock describes the state of the holograph manuscript: “stubs 
of seventeen torn-out leaves follow, thirteen bearing traces of text, 
indicating considerable text lost”. But, as of May 1989, when I went through 
the manuscript, only five bore such traces. See E. W. Tedlock, The Frieda 
Lawrence Collection of D. H. Lawrence Manuscripts: A Descriptive 
Bibliography (Albuquerque: U of New Mexico P, 1948), 64–5. 
3  D. H. Lawrence, ‘[Autobiographical Fragment]’, in his Phoenix: The 
Posthumous Papers of D. H. Lawrence, ed. Edward D. McDonald (New 
York: Viking, 1936), 817–36. 
4  D. H. Lawrence, ‘A Dream of Life’, in The Princess and Other Stories, 
ed. Keith Sagar (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1971), 155–81. 
5  D. H. Lawrence, ‘[Autobiographical Fragment]’, in Late Essays and 
Articles, ed. James T. Boulton (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2004), 49–68. 
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(Page 49 being an editor’s introduction, the text of Lawrence’s essay-story 
is on pages 50–68.)  
6  See ‘The Note on the Texts’ in Late Essays and Articles (LEA 3–5). ‘The 
Note’ also provides information about the editorial policy of the whole book 
concerning emendations not recorded in the textual apparatus:  
 

The apparatus records all textual variants, except for the following silent 
emendations: 

1. Clearly inadvertent errors have been corrected; errors in 
intermediate typescripts that were corrected before the text 
appeared in print, have not been recorded. 

2. DHL’s normal placing of punctuation inside closing inverted 
commas has been followed since most of the volume is based 
on autograph manuscript originals; printed variants have not 
been recorded. 

3. DHL’s spelling of ‘today’, ‘tonight’, ‘tomorrow’ has been 
adopted and the hyphenated forms not recorded; similarly his 
spelling of ‘connection’ rather than ‘connexion’, his use of ‘ise’ 
endings in such words as ‘realise’ and derivative forms, his use 
of contraction such as ‘don’t’, ‘he’s’, or ‘isn’t’ and his use of 
lower case for pronouns relating to Jesus Christ have been 
followed and variants are not recorded. 

4. DHL normally expected titles of publications to be italicised; 
variants from his practice have not been recorded. 

5. Ampersands in DHL’s manuscripts have been silently 
expanded except where they occur while recording another 
variant. 

6. The use of asterisks to separate paragraphs in newspaper 
articles has not been recorded, nor has the journalistic practice 
of creating subsidiary headings for blocks of text. (LEA 5)  

 
7  See ‘The Note on the Texts’ (LEA 3). 
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The editorial policy of the new edition 
 
General 
 
1.  I have used the holograph manuscript as the base text, because the 
first, posthumously published edition had not been proofread by the 
author, and the typescript used for it contains a number of errors. The 
more recent Cambridge edition, based on the holograph manuscript, 
is even more erroneous, because of its numerous transcriptional 
mistakes. My primary aim is to create an edition that Lawrence 
would have wanted. But there are places in the text where it is 
difficult to decide what his intentions were; in these cases, I have 
followed the holograph manuscript. 

At the same time, because the manuscript itself is unpublished 
and unfinished, I have tried to show how the original text goes as 
closely as possible. I have recorded, in the textual apparatus, 
Lawrence’s own additions and deletions in the manuscript, and, in 
the appendix, the remaining words and letters in the five stubs of the 
torn-out leaves.  
 
Specific 
 
2.  I have corrected the author’s inadvertent mistakes. For example: 
 

(a)  22:18 poor as their fathers before them] poor as their fathers’ 
before them (MS).  
(b)  26:29–30 But sometimes fate, and that long dragon, the 
concatenation of circumstance, intervene.] But sometimes fate, 
and that long dragon, the concatenation of circumstance, 
intervenes (MS). 
 

3.  I have placed punctuation inside closing quotation marks. 
Lawrence was occasionally inconsistent in this respect; he would 
have welcomed the regularisation. For example:  
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(a)  24:30 “good husbands,”] “good husbands”, (MS).  
(b)  25:18 “life,”] “life”, (MS). 

 
4.  I have regularised Lawrence’s handwritten dashes, similar to 
typeset spaced en rules, to em dashes. 
 
5.  I have kept Lawrence’s sometimes irregular punctuations, 
hyphenations, capitalisations, and plurals, where it is difficult to 
know how or, indeed, whether he would have wanted them to be 
regularised. For example: 
 

(a)  Punctuation: Lawrence wrote “All right, dear” once 
(24:31–2), and “All right dear” once (25:2).   
(b)  Hyphenation: he wrote “stark-naked” once (32:17–8) but 
wrote “stark naked” twice (32:34–5 and 32:35–33:1); likewise, 
“no-one” twice (29:8 and 36:25) and “no one” once (36:9); 
“some-one” (39:24) and then “someone” (40:6).  
(c)  Capitalisation: “Congregational” appears three times 
(24:18, 26:21 and 35:25), while “congregational” appears once 
(41:28); “Palais de Danse” and “palais de danse” each appear 
once (respectively 26:23 and 21:14).  
(d)  Plurals: the plural form of portico is spelt “porticos” thrice 
(37:27, 41:19 and 41:25), and is as often spelt “porticoes” (38:17, 
38:23 and 39:22).  
 

I have kept all of these as Lawrence wrote them. 
 
6.  I have kept Lawrence’s own spelling of “ise’”and “isation” 
endings in words like “realise” and “realisation”.  
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New edition of Lawrence’s text 
 

[Autobiographical Fragment (A Dream of Life)] 
 
 5 
 

Nothing depresses me more than to come home to the place where 
I was born, and where I lived my first twenty years, here, at 
Newthorpe, this coal-mining village on the Nottingham-Derby 
border. The place has grown, but not very much, the pits are poor. 10 
Only it has changed. There is a tram-line from Nottingham through 
the one street, and buses to Nottingham and Derby. The shops are 
bigger, more plate-glassy: there are two picture palaces, and one 
palais de danse. 

But nothing can save the place from the poor, grimy, mean effect 15 
of the Midlands, the little grimy brick houses with slate roofs, the 
general effect of paltriness, smallness, meanness, fathomless 
ugliness, combined with a sort of chapel-going respectability. It is 
the same as when I was a boy, only more so. 

Now, it is all tame. It was bad enough, thirty years ago, when it 20 
was still on the upward grade, economically. But then the old race of 
miners were not immensely respectable. They filled the pubs with 
smoke and bad language, and they went with dogs at their heels. 
There was a sense of latent wildness and unbrokenness, a weird sense 
of thrill and adventure in the pitch-dark Midland nights, and roaring, 25 
footballing Saturday afternoons. The country in between the colliery 
regions had a lonely sort of fierceness and beauty, half-abandoned, 
and threaded with poaching colliers and whippet dogs. Only thirty 
years ago!  

Now it seems so different. The colliers of today are the men of 30 
my generation, lads I went to school with. I find it hard to believe. 
They were rough, wild lads. They are not rough, wild men. The board 
school, the Sunday school, the Band of Hope, and above all, their 
mothers got them under. Got them under, made them tame. Made 
them sober, conscientious, and decent. Made them good husbands. 35 
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When I was a boy, a collier who was a good husband was an 
exception to the rule, and while the women with bad husbands 
pointed him out as a shining example, they also despised him a little, 
as a petticoat man.   

But nearly all the men of my generation are good husbands. There 5 
they stand, at the street corners, pale, shrunken, well-dressed, decent, 
and under. The drunken colliers of my father’s generation were not 
got under. The decent colliers of my generation are got under 
entirely. They are so patient, so forbearing, so willing to listen to 
reason, so ready to put themselves aside. And there they stand, at the 10 
street corners and the entry-ends, the rough lads I went to school 
with, men now, with smart daughters and bossy wives and cigarette-
smoking lads of their own. There they stand, thin, and white as cheap 
wax candles, spectral, as if they had no selves any more: decent, 
patient, self-effacing sort of men, who have seen the war and the 15 
high-water-mark wages, and now are down again, under, completely 
under, with not a tuppence to rattle in their pockets. There they are, 
poor as their fathers before them, but poor with a hopeless outlook 
and a new and expensive world around them. 

When I was a boy, the men still used to sing: “There’s a good time 20 
coming, boys, there’s a good time coming!” Well, it has come, and 
gone. If anybody sang now, they’d sing: “It’s a bad time now, and a 
worse time coming.” But the men of my generation are dumb, they 
have been got under and made good. 

As for the next generation, that is something different. As soon as 25 
mothers become self-conscious, sons become what their mothers 
make them. My mother’s generation was the first generation of 
working-class mothers to become really self-conscious. Our 
grandmothers were still too much under our grandfathers’ thumb, 
and there was still too much masculine kick against petticoat rule. 30 
But with the next generation, the woman freed herself at least 
mentally and spiritually from the husband’s domination, and then she 
became that great institution, that character-forming power, the 
mother of my generation. I am sure the character of nine-tenths of 
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the men of my generation was formed by the mother: the character 
of the daughters too. 

And what sort of characters? Well, the woman of my mother’s 
generation was in reaction against the ordinary high-handed, 
obstinate husband who went off to the pub. to enjoy himself and to 5 
waste the bit of money that was so precious to the family. The woman 
felt herself the higher moral being: and justly, as far as economic 
morality goes. She therefore assumed the major responsibility for the 
family, and the husband let her. So she proceeded to mould a 
generation. 10 

Mould it to the shape of her own unfulfilled desire, of course. 
What had she wanted, all her life?—a “good” husband, gentle and 
understanding and moral, one who did not go to pubs and drink and 
waste the bit of wages, but who lived for his wife and his children. 
 Millions of mothers in Great Britain, in the latter half of Victoria’s 15 
reign, unconsciously proceeded to produce sons to pattern. And they 
produced them, by the million: good sons, who would make good, 
steady husbands who would live for their wives and families. And 
there they are! we’ve got ’em now! the men of my generation, men 
between forty and fifty, men who almost all had Mothers with a big 20 
m. 

And then the daughters! Because the mothers who produced so 
many “good sons” and future “good husbands” were at the same time 
producing daughters, perhaps without taking so much thought or 
exercising so much will-power over it, but producing them just as 25 
inevitably.  

What sort of daughters came from these morally-responsible 
mothers? As we should expect, daughters morally-confident. The 
mothers had known some little hesitancy in their moral supremacy. 
But the daughters were quite assured. The daughters were always 30 
right. They were born with a sense of self-rightness that sometimes 
was hoity-toity, and sometimes was seemingly wistful: but there it 
was, the inevitable sense that I-am-right. This the women of my 
generation drew in with their mothers’ milk, this feeling that they 
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were “right” and must be “right” and nobody must gainsay them. It 
is like being born with one eye, you can’t help it. 

We are such stuff as our grandmothers’ dreams are made on. This 
terrible truth should never be forgotten. Our grandmothers dreamed 
of wonderful “free” womanhood in a “pure” world, surrounded by 5 
“adoring, humble, high-minded” men. Our mothers started to put the 
dream into practice. And we are the fulfilment. We are such stuff as 
our grandmothers’ dreams were made on. 

For I think it cannot be denied that ours is the generation of “free” 
womanhood, and a helplessly “pure” world, and of pathetic “adoring, 10 
humble, high-minded” men. 

We are more or less such stuff as our grandmothers’ dreams are 
made on. But the dream changes with every new generation of 
grandmothers. Already my mother, while having a definite ideal for 
her sons, of “humble, adoring, high-minded” men, began to have 15 
secret dreams of her own: dreams of some Don Juan sort of person 
whose influence would make the vine of Dionysos grow and coil 
over the pulpit of our Congregational Chapel. I myself, her son, could 
see this dream peeping out, thrusting little tendrils through her paved 
intention of having “good sons.” It was my turn to be the “good son.” 20 
It would be my son’s turn to fulfil the other dream, or dreams: the 
secret ones. 

Thank God I have no son to undertake the onerous burden. Oh, if 
only every father could say to his boy: Look here, my son! These are 
your grandmother’s dreams of a man. Now you look out!—My dear 25 
old grandmother, my mother’s mother, I’m sure she dreamed me 
almost to a ‘t’: except for a few details. 

But the daughter starts, husbandly speaking, where the mother 
leaves off. The daughters of my mother, and of the mothers of my 
generation, start, as a rule, with “good husbands,” husbands who 30 
never fundamentally contradict them, whose lifelong attitude is: All 
right, dear! I know I’m wrong, as usual.—This is the attitude of the 
husband of my generation. 

It alters the position of the wife entirely. It is a fight for the woman 
to get the reins into her own hands, but once she’s got them, there 35 
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she is! the reins have got her. She’s got to drive somewhere, to steer 
the matrimonial cart in some direction. “All right dear! I’ll let you 
decide it, since you know better than I do!” says the husband, in every 
family matter. So she must keep on deciding. Or, if the husband balks 
her occasionally, she must keep up the pressure till he gives in.  5 

Now driving the matrimonial cart is quite an adventure for a time, 
while the children are little, and all that. But later, the woman begins 
to think to herself: “Oh damn the cart! Where do I come in?” She 
begins to feel she’s getting nothing out of it. It’s not good enough. 
Whether you’re the horse or whether you’re the driver doesn’t make 10 
many odds, so long as you’re both harnessed to the cart. 

Then the woman of my generation begins to have ideas about her 
sons. They’d better not be so all-forsaken “good” as their father has 
been. They’d better be more sporting, and give a woman a bit more 
“life.” After all, what’s a family! It swallows a woman up, until she’s 15 
fifty, and then puts the remains of her aside. Not good enough! No! 
My sons must be more manly, make plenty of money for a woman 
and give her a “life,” and not be such a muff about “goodness” and 
being “right.” What is being “right,” after all? Better enjoy yourself 
while you’ve got the chance. 20 

So the sons of the younger generation emerge into the world—
my sons, if I’d got any—with the intrinsic maternal charge ringing 
in their ears: “Make some money and give yourself a good time—
and all of us. Enjoy yourself!” 

The young men of the younger generation begin to fulfil the 25 
hidden dreams of my mother. They are jazzy—but not coarse. They 
are a bit Don-Juanish, but, let us hope, entirely without brutality or 
vulgarity. They are more elegant, and not much more moral. But they 
are still humble before a woman, especially the woman!  

It is the secret dream of my mother, coming true. 30 
And if you want to know what the next generation will be like, 

you must fathom the secret dreams of your wife: the woman of forty 
or so. There you will find the clue. And if you want to be more 
precise, then find out what is the young woman of twenty’s ideal of 
a man. 35 
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The poor young woman of twenty, she is rather stumped for an 
ideal of a man. So perhaps the next generation but one won’t be 
anything at all. 

We are such stuff as our grandmothers’ dreams are made on. Even 
colliers are such stuff as their grandmothers’ dreams are made on. 5 
And if Queen Victoria’s dream was King George, then Queen 
Alexandra’s was the Prince of Wales, and Queen Mary’s will be—
what? 

But all this doesn’t take away from the fact that my home place is 
more depressing to me than death, and I wish my grandmother and 10 
all her generation had been better dreamers. “Those maids, thank 
God, are ’neath the sod,” but their dreams we have still with us. It is 
a terrible thing to dream dreams that shall become flesh. 

And when I see the young colliers dressed up like the Prince of 
Wales, dropping in to the Miners’ Welfare for another drink, or into 15 
the “Pally” for a dance—in evening suit to beat the band—or 
scooting down the black roads on a motor-bike, a leggy damsel 
behind—then I wish the mothers of my own generation, my own 
mother included, had been a little less frivolous as a dreamer. In life, 
so deadly earnest! But oh, what frivolous dreams our mothers must 20 
have had, as they sat in the pews of the Congregational Chapel with 
faces like saints. They must unconsciously have been dreaming jazz 
and short skirts, the Palais de Danse, the Film, and the motor-bike. It 
is enough to embitter one’s most sacred memories. “Lead Kindly 
Light”—unto the “Pally.”—The eleventh commandment: “Enjoy 25 
yourselves!” 

Well well! Even grandmothers’ dreams don’t always come true—
that is, they aren’t allowed to. They’d come true right enough 
otherwise. But sometimes fate, and that long dragon, the 
concatenation of circumstance, intervene. I am sure my mother never 30 
dreamed a dream that wasn’t well-off. My poor old grandmother 
might still dream noble poverty—myself, to wit! But my mother? 
impossible! In her secret dreams, the sleeve-links were solid gold, 
and the socks were silk. 
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And now fate, the monster, frustrates. The pits don’t work. 
There’s reduced wages and short pay. The young colliers will have a 
hard time buying another pair of silk socks for the “Pally,” when 
these are worn out. They’ll have to go in wool. As for the young 
lady’s fur coat—well well! let’s hope it is seal, or some other hard-5 
wearing skin, and not that evanescent chinchilla or squirrel that 
moults in a season. 

For the young lady won’t get another fur coat in a hurry, if she 
has to wait for her collier father to buy it her. Not that he would refuse 
it her: what is a man for, except to provide for his wife and daughters? 10 
But you can’t get blood out of a stone, nor cash out of a collier, not 
any more. 

It is a soft, hazy October day, with the dark green Midlands fields 
looking somewhat sunken, and the oak-trees brownish, the mean 
houses shabby and scaly, and the whole countryside somewhat dead, 15 
expunged, faintly blackened under the haze. It is a queer thing that 
countries die along with their inhabitants. This countryside is dead: 
or so inert, it is as good as dead. The old sheep-bridge where I used 
to swing as a boy is now an iron affair. The brook where we caught 
minnows now runs on a concrete bed. The old sheep-dip, the dipping-20 
hole, as we called it, where we bathed, has somehow disappeared, so 
has the mill-dam and the little water-fall. It is all a concrete 
arrangement now, like a sewer. And the people’s lives are the same, 
all running in concrete channels like a vast cloaca. 

At Engine Lane Crossing, where I used to sit as a tiny child and 25 
watch the trucks shunting with a huge grey horse and a man with a 
pole, there are now no trucks. It is October, and there should be 
hundreds. But there are no orders. The pits are turning half time. 
Today they are not turning at all. The men are all at home: no orders, 
no work. 30 

And the pit is fuming silently, there is no rattle of screens, and the 
head-stock wheels are still. That was always an ominous sign, except 
on Sundays: even when I was a small child. The head-stock wheels 
twinkling against the sky, that meant work and life, men “earning a 
living,” if living can be earned. 35 
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But the pit is foreign to me anyhow, so many new big buildings 
round it, electric plant and all the rest. It’s a wonder even the shafts 
are the same. But they must be: the shafts where we used to watch 
the cage-loads of colliers coming up suddenly, with a start: then the 
men streaming out to turn in their lamps, then trailing off, all grey, 5 
along the lane home: while the screens still rattled, and the pony on 
the sky-line still pulled along the tub of “dirt,” to tip over the edge of 
the pit-bank. 

It is different now: all so much more impersonal and mechanical 
and abstract. I don’t suppose the children of today drop “nuts” of coal 10 
down the shaft, on Sunday afternoons, to hear them hit, hit with an 
awful resonance against the sides far down, before there comes the 
last final plump into the endlessly far-off sump. My father was 
always so angry if he knew we dropped coals down the shaft:—If 
there was a man at t’bottom, it’d kill ’im straight off. How should 15 
you like that?—We didn’t quite know how we should have liked it. 

But anyhow Moorgreen is no more what it was: or it is too much 
more. Even the rose-bay willow-herb, which seems to love collieries, 
no longer showed its hairy autumn thickets and its last few spikes of 
rose around the pit-pond and on the banks. Only the yellow 20 
snapdragon, toad-flax, still was there.     

Up from Moorgreen goes a footpath past the quarry and up the 
fields, out to Renshaw’s farm. This was always a favorite walk of 
mine. Beside the path lies the old quarry, part of it very old and deep 
and filled in with oak-trees and guelder-rose and tangle of briars, the 25 
other part open, with square wall neatly built-up with dry-stone on 
the side under the plough-fields, and the bed still fairly level and 
open. This open part of the quarry was blue with dog-violets in 
spring, and on the smallish brambles, the first handsome blackberries 
came in autumn. Thank heaven, it is late October, and too late for 30 
blackberries, or there would still be here some wretched men with 
baskets, ignominiously combing the brambles for the last berry. 
When I was a boy, how a man, a full-grown miner, would have been 
despised for going with a little basket lousing the hedges for a 
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blackberry or two. But the men of my generation put their pride in 
their pocket, and now their pockets are empty.  

The quarry was a haunt of mine, as a boy. I loved it because, in 
the open part, it seemed so sunny and dry and warm, the pale stone, 
the pale, slightly sandy bed, the dog-violets and the early daisies. 5 
And then the old part, the deep part, was such a fearsome place. It 
was always dark—you had to crawl under bushes. And you came 
upon honeysuckle and nightshade, that no-one ever looked upon. 
And at the dark sides were little, awful rocky caves, in which I 
imagined the adders lived. 10 

There was a legend that these little caves or niches in the rock 
were “everlasting wells,” like the everlasting wells at Matlock. At 
Matlock the water drips in caves, and if you put an apple in there, or 
a bunch of grapes, or even if you cut your hand off and put it in, it 
won’t decay, it will turn everlasting. Even if you put a bunch of 15 
violets in, they won’t die, they’ll turn everlasting. 

Later, when I grew up and went to Matlock—only sixteen miles 
away—and saw the infamous everlasting wells, that the water only 
made a hoary nasty crust of stone on everything, and the stone hand 
was only a glove stuffed with sand, being “petrified,” I was 20 
disgusted. But still, when I see the stone fruits that people have in 
bowls for decoration, purple, semi-translucent stone grapes, and 
lemons, I think: these are the real fruits from the everlasting well. 

In the soft, still afternoon I found the quarry not very much 
changed. The red berries shone quietly on the briars. And in this still, 25 
warm, secret place of the earth I felt my old childish longing to pass 
through a gate, into a deeper, sunnier, more silent world. 

The sun shone in, but the shadows already were deep. Yet I had 
to creep away into the darkness of bushes, into the lower hollow of 
the tree-filled quarry. I felt, as I had always felt, there was something 30 
there. And as I wound my way, stooping, through the unpleasant 
tangle, I started, hearing a sudden rush and clatter of falling earth. 
Some part of the quarry must be giving way. 

I found the place, away at the depth under the trees and bushes, a 
new place where yellow earth and whitish earth and pale rock had 35 
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slid down new in a heap. And at the top of the heap was a crack, a 
little slantingly-upright slit or orifice in the rock. 

I looked at the new place curiously, the pallid new earth and rock 
among the jungle of vegetation, the little opening above, into the 
earth. A touch of sunlight came through the oak-leaves and fell on 5 
the new place and the aperture, and the place flashed and twinkled. I 
had to climb up to look at it. 

It was a little crystalline cavity in the rock, all crystal, a little 
pocket or womb of quartz, among the common stone. It was pale and 
colourless, the stuff we call spar, from which they make little bowls 10 
and mementoes, in Matlock. But through the flat-edged, colourless 
crystal of the spar ran a broad vein of purplish crystal, wavering 
inwards as if it were arterial. And that was a vein of the Blue John 
spar, that is rather precious. 

The place fascinated me, especially the vein of purple, and I had 15 
to clamber into the tiny cave, which would just hold me. It seemed 
warm in there, as if the shiny rock were warm and alive, and it 
seemed to me there was a strange perfume, of rock, of living rock 
like hard, bright flesh, faintly perfumed with phlox. It was a subtle 
yet most fascinating secret perfume, an inward perfume. I crept right 20 
into the little cavity, into the narrow inner end where the vein of 
purple ran, and I curled up there, like an animal in its hole.—“Now,” 
I thought, “for a little while I am safe and sound, and the vulgar world 
doesn’t exist for me.”—I curled together with soft, curious 
voluptuousness. The scent of inwardness and of life, a queer scent 25 
like phlox, with a faint narcotic inner quality like opium or like 
truffles, became very vivid to me, then faded. I suppose I must have 
gone to sleep. 

Later, I don’t know how much later, it may have been a minute, 
or an eternity, I was wakened by feeling something lifting me, lifting 30 
me with a queer, half-sickening motion, curiously exciting, in a slow 
little rhythmic heave that was at once soft and powerful, gentle and 
violent, grateful and violating. I could do nothing, not even wake up: 
yet I was not really terrified, only utterly wonder-struck. 
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Then the lifting and heaving ceased, and I was cold. Something 
harsh passed over me: I realised it was my face: I realised I had a 
face. Then immediately a sharpness and bitingness flew into me, flew 
right into me, through what must have been my nostrils, into my 
body, what must have been my breast. Roused by a terrific shock of 5 
amazement, suddenly a new thing rushed into me, right into me, with 
a sweep that swept me away, and at the same time I felt that first 
thing moving somewhere in me, there was a movement that came 
aloud. 

There were some dizzy moments, when my I, my consciousness 10 
wheeled and swooped like an eagle that is going to wheel away into 
the sky and be gone. Yet I felt her, my I, my life, wheeling closer, 
closer, my consciousness. And suddenly she closed with me, and I 
knew, I came awake. 

I knew. I knew I was alive. I even heard a voice say: “He’s alive!” 15 
Those were the first words I heard. 

And I opened my eyes again and blinked with terror, knowing the 
light of day. I shut them again, and felt sensations out in space, 
somewhere, and yet upon me. Again my eyes were opened, and I 
even saw objects, great things that were here and were there and then 20 
were not there. And the sensations out in space drew nearer, as it 
were, to me, the middle me. 

So consciousness swooped and swerved, returning in great 
swoops. I realised that I was I; and that this I was also a body that 
ended abruptly in feet and hands. Feet! yes, feet! I remembered even 25 
the word. Feet! 

I roused a little, and saw a greyish pale nearness that I recognised 
was my body, and something terrible moving upon it and making 
sensations in it. Why was it grey, my own nearness? Then I felt that 
other sensation, that I call aloudness, and I knew it. It was “Dust of 30 
ages!” That was the aloudness: “Dust of ages!” 

In another instant I knew that violent movingness that was making 
sensations away out upon me. It was somebody. In terror and wonder 
the realisation came to me: it was somebody, another one, a man. A 
man, making sensations on me! A man, who made the aloudness: 35 
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“Dust of ages.” A man! Still I could not grasp it. The conception 
would not return whole to me. 

Yet once it had lodged within me, my consciousness established 
itself. I moved. I even moved my legs, my far-off feet. Yes! And an 
aloudness came out of me, even of me. I knew. I even knew now that 5 
I had a throat. And in another moment I should know something else. 

It came all of a sudden. I saw the man’s face. I saw it, a ruddy sort 
of face with a nose and a trimmed beard. I even knew more. I said: 
“Why—?” 

And the face quickly looked at me, with blue eyes into my eyes, 10 
and I struggled as if to get up. 

“Art awake?” it said. 
And somewhere, I knew there was the word Yes! But it had not 

yet come to me. 
But I knew, I knew! Dimly I came to know that I was lying in sun 15 

on new earth that was spilled before my little, opened cave. I 
remembered my cave. But why I should be lying grey and stark-
naked on earth in the sun outside I did not know; nor what the face 
was, nor whose. 

Then there was more aloudness, and there was another one. I 20 
realised there could be more than one other one. More than one! 
More than one! I felt a new sudden something that made all of me 
move at once, in many directions, it seemed, and I became once more 
aware of the extent of me, and an aloudness came from my throat. 
And I remembered even that new something that was upon me. Many 25 
sensations galloping in all directions! But it was one dominant, 
drowning. It was water. Water! I even remembered water, or I knew 
I knew it. They were washing me. I even looked down and saw the 
whiteness: me, myself, white, a body. 

And I remembered, that when all of me had moved to the touch 30 
of water, and I had made an aloudness in my throat, the men had 
laughed. Laughed! I remembered laughter. 

So as they washed me, I came to myself. I even sat up. And I saw 
earth and rock, and a sky that I knew was afternoon. And I was stark 
naked, and there were two men washing me, and they too were stark 35 
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naked. But I was white, pure white, and thin, and they were ruddy, 
and not thin. 

They lifted me, and I leaned on one, standing, while the other 
washed me. The one I leaned on was warm, and his life softly 
warmed me. The other one rubbed me gently. I was alive. I saw my 5 
white feet like two curious flowers, and I lifted them one after 
another, remembering walking. 

The one held me, and the other put a woolen shirt or smock over 
me. It was pale grey and red. Then they fastened shoes on my feet. 
Then the free one went to the cave, peering, and he came back with 10 
things in his hands: buttons, some discoloured yet unwasted coins, a 
dull but not-rusted pocket-knife, a waist-coat buckle, and a 
discoloured watch, whose very face was dark. Yet I knew these 
things were mine. 

“Where are my clothes?” I said. 15 
I felt eyes looking at me, two blue eyes, two brown eyes, full of 

strange life. 
“My clothes!” I said. 
They looked at one another, and made strange speech. Then the 

blue-eyed said to me: 20 
“Gone! Dust of ages!” 
They were strange men to me, with their formal, peaceful faces 

and trimmed beards, like old Egyptians. The one on whom I was 
unconsciously leaning stood quite still, and he was warmer than the 
afternoon sunshine. He seemed to give off life to me, I felt a warmth 25 
suffusing into me, an inflooding of strength. My heart began to lift 
with strange, exultant strength. I turned to look at the man I was 
resting on, and met the blue, quiet shimmer of his eyes. He said 
something to me, in the quiet, full voice, and I nearly understood, 
because it was like the dialect. He said it again, softly and calmly, 30 
speaking to the inside of me, so that I understood as a dog 
understands, from the voice, not from the words. 

“Can ta goo, o shollt be carried?” 
It sounded to me like that, like the dialect. 
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“I think I can walk,” said I, in a voice that sounded harsh, after 
the soft, deep modulation of the other. 

We went slowly down the heap of loose earth and stones, which 
I remembered had fallen. But it was different. There were no trees in 
an old quarry hollow. This place was bare, like a new working. And 5 
when we came out, it was another place altogether. Below was a 
hollow of trees, and a bare, grassy hillside swept away, with clumps 
of trees, like park land. There was no colliery, no railway, no hedges, 
no square, shut-in fields. And yet the land looked tended. 

We stood on a little path of paved stone, only about a yard wide. 10 
Then the other man came up from the quarry, carrying tools, and 
wearing a grey shirt or smock with a red cord. He spoke with that 
curious soft inwardness, and we turned down the path, myself still 
leaning on the shoulder of the first man. I felt myself quivering with 
a new strength, and yet ghostlike. I had a curious sensation of 15 
lightness, not touching the ground as I walked, as if my hand that 
rested on the man’s shoulder buoyed me up. I wanted to know 
whether I was really buoyant, as in a dream. 

I took my hand suddenly from the man’s shoulder, and stood still. 
He turned and looked at me. 20 

“I can walk alone,” I said, and as in a dream I took a few paces 
forward. It was true, I was filled with a curious rushing strength that 
made me almost buoyant, scarcely needing to touch the ground. I was 
curiously, quiveringly strong, and at the same time buoyant. 

“I can go alone!” I said to the men. 25 
They seemed to understand, and to smile, the blue-eyed one 

showing his teeth when he smiled. I had a sudden idea: How beautiful 
they are, like plants in flower! But still, it was something I felt, rather 
than saw. 

The blue-eyed one went in front, and I walked on the narrow path 30 
with my rushing buoyancy, terribly elated and proud, forgetting 
everything, the other man following silently behind. Then I was 
aware that the path had turned, and ran beside a road in a hollow 
where a stream was, and a cart was clanking slowly ahead, drawn by 
two oxen, and led by a man who was entirely naked. 35 
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I stood still, on the raised, paved path, trying to think, trying, as it 
were, to come awake. I was aware that the sun was sinking behind 
me, golden in the October afternoon. I was aware that the man in 
front of me also had no clothes on whatsoever, and he would soon be 
cold. 5 

Then I made an effort, and looked round. On the slopes to the left 
were big, rectangular patches of dark plough-land. And men were 
ploughing still. On the right were hollow meadows, beyond the 
stream, with tufts of trees and many speckled cattle being slowly 
driven forwards. And in front the road swerved on, past a mill-pond 10 
and a mill, and a few little houses, and then swerved up a rather steep 
hill. And at the top of the hill was a town, all yellow in the late 
afternoon light, with yellow, curved walls rising massive from the 
yellow-leaved orchards, and above, buildings swerving in a long, 
oval curve, and round, faintly-conical towers rearing up. It had 15 
something at once soft and majestical about it, with its soft yet 
powerful curves, and no sharp angles or edges, the whole substance 
seeming soft and golden like the golden flesh of a city. 

And I knew, even while I looked at it, that it was the place where 
I was born, the ugly colliery townlet of dirty red brick. Even as a 20 
child, coming home from Moorgreen, I had looked up and seen the 
squares of miners’ dwellings, built by the Company, rising from the 
hill-top in the afternoon light like the walls of Jerusalem, and I had 
wished it were a golden city, as in the hymns we sang in the 
Congregational Chapel. 25 

Now it had come true. But the very realisation, and the very 
intensity of my looking, had made me lose my strength and my 
buoyancy. I turned forlorn to the men who were with me. The blue-
eyed one came and took my arm, and laid it across his shoulder, 
laying his left hand round my waist, on my hip. 30 

And almost immediately the soft, warm rhythm of his life 
pervaded me again, and the memory in me which was my old self 
went to sleep. I was like a wound, and the touch of these men healed 
me at once. We went on again, along the raised pavement. 
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Three horsemen came cantering up, from behind. All the world 
was turning home towards the town, at sunset. The horsemen 
slackened pace as they came abreast. They were men in soft, yellow 
sleeveless tunics, with the same still, formal Egyptian faces and 
trimmed beards as my companions. Their arms and legs were bare, 5 
and they rode without stirrups. But they had curious hats of beech-
leaves on their heads. They glanced at us sharply, and my 
companions saluted respectfully. Then the riders cantered ahead 
again, the yellow tunics softly fluttering. No one spoke at all. There 
was a great stillness in all the world, and yet a magic of close-10 
interwoven life. 

The road now began to be full of people, slowly passing up the 
hill towards the town. Most were bare-headed, wearing the sleeveless 
woolen shirt of grey and red, with a red girdle, but some were clean-
shaven, and dressed in grey shirts, and some carried tools, some 15 
fodder. There were women too, in blue or lilac smocks, and some 
men in scarlet smocks. But among the rest, here and there were men 
like my guide, quite naked, and some young women, laughing 
together as they went, had their blue smocks folded to a pad on their 
heads, as they carried their bundles, and their slender, rosy-tanned 20 
bodies were quite naked, save for a little girdle of white and green 
and purple cord-fringe that hung round their hips and swung as they 
walked. Only they had soft shoes on their feet. 

They all glanced at me, and some spoke a word of salute to my 
companions, but no-one asked questions. The naked girls went very 25 
stately, with bundles on their heads, yet they laughed more than the 
men. And they were comely as berries on a bush. That was what they 
reminded me of: rose-berries on a bush. That was the quality of all 
the people: an inner stillness and ease, like plants that come to flower 
and fruit. The individual was like a whole fruit, body and mind and 30 
spirit, without split. It made me feel a curious, sad sort of envy, 
because I was not so whole, and at the same time, I was wildly elated, 
my rushing sort of energy seemed to come upon me again. I felt as if 
I were just going to plunge into the deeps of life, for the first time: 
belated, and yet a pioneer of pioneers. 35 
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I saw ahead the great rampart-walls of the town—then the road 
suddenly curved to gateway, all the people flowing in, in two slow 
streams, through the narrow side entrances.  

It was a big gateway of yellow stone, and inside was a clear space, 
paved mostly with whitish stones, and around it stood buildings in 5 
the yellow stone, golden-looking, with pavement arcades supported 
on yellow pillars. My guides turned into a chamber where men in 
green stood on guard, and several peasants were waiting. They made 
way, and I was taken before a man who reclined on a dark-yellow 
couch, himself wearing a yellow tunic. He was blond, with the 10 
trimmed beard and hair worn long, cut round like the hair of a 
Florentine page. Though he was not handsome, he had a curious 
quality of beauty, that came from within. But this time, it was the 
beauty of a flower rather than of a berry. 

My guides saluted him and explained briefly and quietly, in words 15 
I could only catch a drift of. Then the man looked at me, quietly, 
gently, yet I should have been afraid, if I had been his enemy. He 
spoke to me, and I thought he asked if I wanted to stay in their town. 

“Did you ask me if I want to stay here?” I replied. “You see, I 
don’t even know where I am.” 20 

“You are in this town of Nethrupp,” he said, in slow English, like 
a foreigner. “Will you stay some time with us?” 

“Why thank you, if I may,” I said, too helplessly bewildered to 
know what I was saying. 

We were dismissed, with one of the guards in green. The people 25 
were all streaming down the side street, between the yellow-coloured 
houses; some going under the pillared porticos, some in the open 
road. Somewhere ahead a wild music began to ring out, like three 
bagpipes squealing and droning. The people pressed forward, and we 
came to a great oval space on the ramparts, facing due west. The sun, 30 
a red ball, was near the horizon. 

We turned into a wide entrance and went up a flight of stairs. The 
man in green opened a door and ushered me in. 

“All is thine!” he said. 
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My naked guide followed me into the room, which opened on to 
the oval and the west. He took a linen shirt and a woolen tunic from 
a small cupboard, and smilingly offered them to me. I realised he 
wanted his own shirt back, and quickly gave it him, and his shoes. 
He put my hand quickly between his two hands, then slipped into his 5 
shirt and shoes, and was gone. 

I dressed myself in the clothes he had laid out, a blue-and-white 
striped tunic, and white stockings, and blue cloth shoes, and went to 
the window. The red sun was almost touching the tips of the tree-
covered hills away in the west, Sherwood Forest grown dense again. 10 
It was the landscape I knew best on earth, and still I knew it, from 
the shapes. 

There was a curious stillness in the square. I stepped out of my 
window on to the terrace, and looked down. The crowd had gathered 
in order, a cluster of men on the left, in grey, grey-and-scarlet, and 15 
pure scarlet, and a cluster of women on the right, in tunics of all 
shades of blue and crocus lilac. In the vaulted porticoes were more 
people. And the red sun shone on all, till the square glowed again. 

When the ball of fire touched the tree-tops, there was a queer 
squeal of bagpipes, and the square suddenly started into life. The men 20 
were stamping softly, like bulls, the women were softly swaying, and 
softly clapping their hands, with a strange noise, like leaves. And 
from under the vaulted porticoes, at opposite ends of the egg-shaped 
oval, came the soft booming and trilling of women and men singing 
against one another in the strangest pattern of sound. 25 

It was all kept very soft, soft-breathing. Yet the dance swept into 
swifter and swifter rhythm, with the most extraordinary incalculable 
unison. I do not believe there was any outside control of the dance. 
The thing happened by instinct, like the wheeling and flashing of a 
shoal of fish or of a flock of birds dipping and spreading in the sky. 30 
Suddenly, in one amazing wing-movement, the arms of all the men 
would flash up into the air, naked and glowing, and with the soft, 
rushing sound of pigeons alighting the men ebbed in a spiral, grey 
and sparkled with scarlet, bright arms slowly leaning, upon the 
women, who rustled all crocus blue, rustled like an aspen, then in one 35 
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movement scattered like lilac sparks, in every direction, from under 
the enclosing, sinking arms of the men, and suddenly formed slender 
rays of lilac branching out from red and grey knot of the men. 

All the time the sun was slowly sinking, shadow was falling, and 
the dance was moving slower, the women wheeling blue around the 5 
obliterated sun. They were dancing the sun down, and dancing as 
birds wheel and dance, and fishes in shoals, controlled by some 
strange unanimous instinct. It was at once terrifying and magnificent, 
I wanted to die, so as not to see it, and I wanted to rush down, to be 
one of them. To be a drop in that wave of life.   10 

The sun had gone, the dance unfolded and faced inwards to the 
town, the men softly stamping, the women rustling and softly 
clapping, the voices of the singers drifting on like a twining wind. 
And slowly, in one slow wing-movement, the arms of the men rose 
up unanimous, in a sort of salute, and as the arms of the men were 15 
sinking, the arms of the women softly rose. It gave the most 
marvellous impression of soft, slow flight of two many-pinioned 
wings, lifting and sinking like the slow drift of an owl. Then suddenly 
everything ceased. The people scattered silently. 

And two men came into the oval, the one with glowing lamps 20 
hung on a pole he carried across his shoulder, while the other quickly 
hung up the lamps within the porticoes, to light the town. It was 
night. 

Some-one brought me a lighted lamp, and was gone. It was 
evening, and I was alone in a smallish room with a small bed, a lamp 25 
on the floor, and an unlighted fire of wood on the small hearth. It was 
very simple and natural. There was a small outfit of clothing in the 
cupboard, with a thick blue cloak. And there were a few plates and 
dishes. But in the room there were no chairs, but a long, folded piece 
of dark felt, on which one could recline. The light shone upwards 30 
from below, lighting the walls of creamy smoothness, like a chalk 
enamel. And I was alone, utterly alone, within a couple of hundred 
yards of the very spot where I was born. 

I was afraid: afraid for myself. These people, it seemed to me, 
were not people, not human beings in my sense of the word. They 35 
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had the stillness and the completeness of plants. And see how they 
could melt into one amazing instinctive thing, a human flock of 
motion. 

I sat on the ground on the dark-blue felt, wrapped in the blue 
mantle, because I was cold and had no means of lighting the fire. 5 
Someone tapped at the door, and a man of the green guard entered. 
He had the same quiet, fruit-like glow of the men who had found me, 
a quality of beauty that came from inside, in some queer physical 
way. It was a quality I loved, yet it made me angry. It made me feel 
like a green apple, as if they had had all the real sun. 10 

He took me out, and showed me lavatories and baths, with two 
last men standing under the douches. Then he took me down to a big, 
circular room with a raised hearth in the centre, and a blazing wood 
fire whose flame and smoke rose to a beautiful funnel-shaped canopy 
or chimney of stone. The hearth spread out beyond the canopy, and 15 
here some men reclined on the folded felts, with little white cloths 
before them, eating an evening meal of stiff porridge and milk, with 
liquid butter, fresh lettuce, and apples. They had taken off their 
clothes, and lay with the firelight flickering on their healthy, fruit-
like bodies, the skin glistening faintly with oil. Around the circular 20 
wall ran a broad dais where other men reclined, either eating or 
resting. And from time to time a man came in with his food, or 
departed with his dishes. 

My guide took me out, to peep in a steaming room where each 
man washed his plate and spoon and hung them in his own little rack. 25 
Then my guide gave me a cloth and tray and dishes, and we went to 
a simple kitchen, where the porridge stood in great bowls over a slow 
fire, the melted butter was in a deep silver pan, the milk and the 
lettuce and fruit stood near the door. Three cooks guarded the 
kitchen, but the men from outside came quietly and took what they 30 
needed or what they wanted, helping themselves, then returning to 
the great round room, or going away to their own little rooms. There 
was an instinctive cleanliness and decency everywhere, in every 
movement, in every act. It was as if the deepest instinct had been 
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cultivated in the people, to be comely. The soft, quiet comeliness was 
like a dream, a dream of life at last come true. 

I took a little porridge, though I had little desire to eat. I felt a 
curious surge of force in me: yet I was like a ghost, among these 
people. My guide asked me, would I eat in the round hall, or go up 5 
to my room. I understood, and chose the round hall. So I hung my 
cloak in the curving lobby, and entered the men’s hall. There I lay on 
a felt against the wall, and watched the men, and listened. 

They seemed to slip out of their clothing as soon as they were 
warm, as if clothes were a burden or a slight humiliation. And they 10 
lay and talked softly, intermittently, with low laughter, and some 
played games with draughtsmen and chessmen, but mostly they were 
still. The room was lit by hanging lamps, and it had no furniture at 
all. I was alone, and I was ashamed to take off my white sleeveless 
shirt. I felt, somehow, these men had no right to be so unashamed 15 
and self-possessed. 

The green guard came again, and asked me, would I go to see 
somebody whose name I did not make out. So I took my mantle, and 
we went into the softly lighted street, under the porticos. People were 
passing, some in cloaks, some only in tunics, and women were 20 
tripping along. 

We climbed up towards the top of the town, and I felt I must be 
passing the very place where I was born, near where the Wesleyan 
Chapel stood. But now it was all softly-lighted, golden coloured 
porticos, with people passing in green or blue or grey-and-scarlet 25 
cloaks. 

We came out on top into a circular space, it must have been where 
our congregational Chapel stood, and in the centre of the circle rose 
a tower shaped tapering rather like a lighthouse, and rosy-coloured 
in the lamplight. Away in the sky, at the club-shaped tip of the tower, 30 
glowed one big ball of light. 

We crossed, and mounted the steps of another building, through 
the great hall where people were passing, on to a door at the end of a 
corridor, where a green guard was seated. The guard rose and entered 
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to announce us, then I followed through an ante-chamber to an inner 
room with a central hearth and a fire of clear-burning wood. 

A man came forward to meet me, wearing a thin, carmine-
coloured tunic. He had brown hair and a stiff, reddish-brown beard, 
and an extraordinary glimmering kind of beauty. Instead of the 5 
Egyptian calmness and fruited impassivity of the ordinary people, or 
the steady, flower-like radiance of the chieftain in yellow, at the city 
gates, this man had a quavering glimmer like light coming through 
water. He took my cloak from me; and I felt at once he understood. 

“It is perhaps cruel to awaken,” he said, in slow, conscious 10 
English, “even at a good moment.” 

“Tell me where I am!” I said. 
“We call it Nethrupp—but was it not Newthorpe?—Tell me, 

when did you go to sleep?” 
“This afternoon, it seems—in October, 1927.” 15 
“October, nineteen-twenty-seven!” he repeated the words 

curiously, smiling. 
“Did I really sleep? Am I really awake?” 
“Are you not awake?” he said smiling. “Will you recline upon the 

cushions? Or would you rather sit? See!”—He showed me a solid 20 
oak arm-chair, of the modern furniture-revival sort, standing alone in 
the room. But it was black with age, and shrunken-seeming. I 
shivered. 

“How old is that chair?” I said. 
“It  is  just  about  a  thousand  years!  a case  of  special 25 

preservation—” he said. 
I could not help it. I just sat on the rugs and burst into tears, 

weeping my soul away. 
The man sat perfectly still for a long time. Then he came and put 

my hand between his two. 30 
“Don’t cry!” he said. “Don’t cry! Man was a fretful child so long. 

Now we try to be men, not fretful children. Don’t cry! Is not this 
better?” 

“When is it? What year is this?” I asked. 
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“What year? We call it the year of the acorn. But you mean its 
arithmetic? You would call it the year two thousand nine hundred 
and twenty-seven.” 

“It cannot be,” I said. 
“Yet still it is.” 5 
“Then I am a thousand and forty-two years old!” 
“And why not?” 
“But how can I be?” 
“How? You went to sleep, like a chrysalis: in one of the earth’s 

little chrysalis wombs: and your clothes turned to dust, yet they left 10 
the buttons: and you woke up like a butterfly. But why not? Why are 
you afraid to be a butterfly, that wakes up out of the dark for a little 
while, beautiful? Be beautiful, then, like a white butterfly. Take off 
your clothes and let the firelight fall on you. What is given, accept 
then—” 15 

“How long shall I live now, do you think?” I asked him. 
“Why will you always measure? Life is not a clock.” 
“It is true. I am like a butterfly, and I shall only live a little while. 

That is why I don’t want to eat— 
 20 
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Textual apparatus  
 
The base text is the holograph manuscript (henceforth abbreviated as 
MS). The chronological sequence is MS, the carbon typescript 
(henceforth abbreviated as TS), Phoenix, Penguin, Cambridge.     

Since the Penguin edition is identical to the Phoenix text, except 
in a few details, as well as the title, it is referred to only where it 
differs from the Phoenix text. The Penguin edition’s use of single 
quotation marks and its placing of punctuation outside closing 
inverted commas has been ignored.  

Likewise, TS, on which the Phoenix edition is based, is referred 
to only where it differs from the Phoenix text. However, a few simple 
transcriptional errors in TS that have been corrected in the Phoenix 
text are not recorded. 

Adopted readings appear within the square bracket, while 
rejected ones appear following it.  

MS changes are also recorded after the square bracket. The 
following symbols are used to signify the author’s own additions and 
deletions:  

 
┌  ┐ = the author’s additions to the holograph manuscript 
<  > = the author’s deletions from the holograph manuscript 
< ? > = the author’s deletions from the holograph manuscript 
where deleted words and letters are illegible. 

 
21:3  [Autobiographical Fragment (A Dream of Life)] Editor] 

Untitled MS; [AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL FRAGMENT] 
Phoenix, Cambridge 50:1; A Dream of Life Penguin 

21:7   [INDENT] Nothing MS, Phoenix] Nothing Penguin, 
Cambridge 50:2 

21:13  picture palaces MS, Cambridge 50:8] picture-palaces 
Phoenix 

21:25  roaring, MS, Cambridge 50:19] roaring Phoenix 
21:27  beauty, MS, Phoenix] beauty Cambridge 50:21 
21:32  men MS, Phoenix] man Cambridge 50:25 
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21:32–3  board school MS, Cambridge 50:25] board-school Phoenix 
21:33  Sunday school MS, Cambridge 50:26] Sunday-school Phoenix 
21:33 and above MS, Cambridge 50:26] and, above Phoenix 
22:13  thin MS, Cambridge 51:6] then Phoenix 
22:16  high-water-mark MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 51:8] high-

watermark Penguin 
22:18  fathers Phoenix, Cambridge 51:10] fathers’ MS 
22:21 come, MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 51:13] come Penguin 
22:23  dumb, MS, Cambridge 51:15] dumb: Phoenix 
22:29  grandmothers Phoenix, Cambridge 51:20] grandmother’s MS 
22:29  grandfathers’ Phoenix, Cambridge 51:21] grandfather’s MS 
23:5   pub. to MS, Cambridge 51:30] pub to Phoenix 
23:11  own unfulfilled MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 51:35] own < ? > 

unfulfilled MS  
23:18 husbands who MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 52:2] husbands <an> 

who MS 
23:19 generation, men MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 52:3] generation, < 

? > men MS  
23:21 m. MS, Cambridge 52:4] m. Phoenix 
23:27  morally-responsible MS, TS, Cambridge 52:9] morally 

responsible Phoenix 
23:28  morally-confident MS, TS, Cambridge 52:10] morally 

confident Phoenix 
24:2  eye, MS, Cambridge 52:18] eye; Phoenix; eye: Penguin  
24:4  grandmothers Phoenix, Cambridge 52:20] grandmothers’ MS 
24:10 helplessly MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 52:26] <pathetically> 

┌helplessly┐ MS 
24:12 are more or less MS, Cambridge 52:28] are ┌more or less┐ 

MS; are, more or less, Phoenix 
24:16 her own: dreams of MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 52:31–2] ┌her 

own: dreams of┐ MS 
24:17 Dionysos MS] Dionysus Phoenix, Cambridge 52:33  
24:19 this MS, Cambridge 52:34] the Phoenix 
24:27 ‘t’: MS, Cambridge 53:2] t, Phoenix 
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24:30  “good husbands,” Phoenix] “good husbands”, MS, Penguin, 
Cambridge 53:5 

24:30 husbands who MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 53:5] < ? > husbands 
who MS 

24:32 usual.—This MS, Cambridge 53:7] usual. This Phoenix 
25:2   right MS] right, Phoenix, Cambridge 53:12  
25:8  Oh MS, Cambridge 53:18] Oh, Phoenix 
25:11  many odds, so Editor] many odds, So MS; any odds. So 

Phoenix; many odds. So Cambridge 53:20-1. 
25:14 a bit more MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 53:24] a bit < ? > more 

MS 
25:15  family! MS, Cambridge 53:25] family? Phoenix 
25:15 up, until MS, Cambridge 53:25] up until Phoenix 
25:18  “life,” Phoenix] “life”, MS, Penguin, Cambridge 53:28 
25:27 let us hope, MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 53:37] ┌ let us hope, ┐ 

MS 
25:28 much more moral MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 53:38] <very> 

┌much more┐ moral MS 
26:5   colliers Phoenix, Cambridge 54:8] colliers’ MS 
26:12  have still MS, Cambridge 54:14] still have Phoenix 
26:18 of my own MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 54:20] of my < ? > own 

MS 
26:20  But MS, Cambridge 54:22] And Phoenix 
26:20 dreams Phoenix, Cambridge 54:22] dream<ers> MS 
26:21 have had, MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 54:22] have <been,> 

┌had,┐ MS 
26:22  saints. MS, TS, Cambridge 54:23] saints! Phoenix  
26:24  memories. MS, Phoenix] memories, Cambridge 54:26 
26:25  “Pally.”—The MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 54:26] ‘Pally’. The 

Penguin 
26:27  Well well! MS] Well, well! Phoenix; “Well, well! Cambridge 

54:28  
26:27–8 true—that MS, Cambridge 54:28-9] true,—that TS; true, 

that Phoenix  
26:29  dragon, the MS, Cambridge 54:30] dragon the Phoenix 
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26:30  intervene Phoenix, Cambridge 54:31] intervenes MS 
26:33 impossible MS, Cambridge 54:33] Impossible Phoenix 
27:2–3  colliers will have a hard time MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 

54:36] colliers <who> ┌will┐ have <not> a hard time MS 
27:3  “Pally,” Editor] “Pally”, MS, Cambridge 54:37; “Pally” 

Phoenix 
27:5  well well! MS] well, well! Phoenix, Cambridge 54:38–9  
27:9  it her. MS, Cambridge 55:2] it. Phoenix 
27:10  her: what MS] her. What Phoenix, Cambridge 55:3  
27:14  somewhat sunken, MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 55:7] somewhat 

< ? > ┌sunken, ┐ MS 
27:14  oak-trees MS, Cambridge 55:7] oak trees Phoenix 
27:21 where we bathed, MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 55:14] ┌where 

we bathed, ┐ MS 
27:22  It is MS, Cambridge 55:15] It’s Phoenix 
27:28  half time MS, Cambridge 55:21] half-time Phoenix 
27:31  screens, MS, Phoenix] screens; Cambridge 55:23 
27:35  living,” MS, Phoenix] living.” Cambridge 55:27,  
28:5  men MS, Phoenix] man Cambridge 55:31 
28:6  home: MS, Cambridge 55:32] home; Phoenix 
28:9  all so much MS, Cambridge 55:35] all is much Phoenix 
28:12 comes MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 55:38] <was> ┌comes┐ MS 
28:14  shaft:—If MS] shaft: If Phoenix, Cambridge 55:40  
28:24 and deep MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 56:10] ┌and deep┐ MS 
28:25  oak-trees MS, Cambridge 56:11] oak trees Phoenix 
28:26  built-up MS, Cambridge 56:12] built up Phoenix 
28:29  and MS, TS, Cambridge 56:14] and, Phoenix 
28:30 is MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 56:16] <was> ┌ is┐ MS 
28:31 still be here MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 56:17] <have been> 

┌still be here┐ MS 
29:8  no-one MS, Cambridge 56:28] no one Phoenix 
29:11  rock MS] rocks Phoenix, Cambridge 56:30  
29:23  lemons, MS, Phoenix] lemons. Cambridge 57:1  
29:23  well MS] wells Phoenix, Cambridge 57:2 
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30:2  slantingly-upright MS, Cambridge 57:16] slantingly upright 
Phoenix 

30:12  broad vein MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 57:26] ┌ broad┐ vein 
MS 

30:14  spar, MS, Cambridge 57:27] spar Phoenix 
30:17  alive, MS, Phoenix] alive Cambridge 57:30 
30:19 phlox MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 57:32] <violets> ┌phlox┐ 

MS 
30:22 —“Now,” MS] “Now,” Phoenix, Cambridge 57:35 
30:24  —I MS, Cambridge 57:36] I Phoenix   
31:2  realised it MS, TS, Cambridge 58:8] realized it Phoenix 
31:2  realised I MS, TS, Cambridge 58:8] realized I Phoenix 
31:7   at the same time MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 58:13] ┌at the 

same time┐ MS 
31:10 There were MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 58:15] <After> ┌There 

were┐ MS 
31:10  moments, MS] moments Phoenix, Cambridge 58:15 
31:10  consciousness MS, Cambridge 58:15] consciousness, 

Phoenix 
31:16  Those MS, Phoenix] These Cambridge 58:21 
31:20  then MS, Phoenix] than Cambridge 58:25 
31:24  realised MS, TS, Cambridge 58:28] realized Phoenix 
31:24  I; MS] I, Phoenix, Cambridge 58:28  
31:27  recognised MS, TS, Cambridge 58:30] recognized Phoenix 
31:34  realisation MS, TS, Cambridge 58:37] realization Phoenix 
31:35 making sensations on MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 58:38] 

<doing things to> ┌ making sensations on┐ MS 
32:4  I moved. MS, Phoenix] I moved, Cambridge 59:2 
32:21  realised MS, TS, Cambridge 59:16] realized Phoenix 
32:24 and an aloudness came from my throat. MS, Phoenix, 

Cambridge 59:20] ┌and an aloudness came from my  
throat. ┐ MS 

32:29  whiteness: MS, Phoenix] whiteness; Cambridge 59:24 
32:33  me, MS, Phoenix] me. Cambridge 59:28 
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32:34–5  stark naked MS, Cambridge 59:29-30] stark-naked 
Phoenix 

32:35–33:1 stark naked MS, Cambridge 59:30-1] stark-naked 
Phoenix  

33:8  woolen MS] woollen Phoenix, Cambridge 59:381  
33:10 went to MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 59:40] went <into> ┌to┐ 

MS 
33:11  hands: MS, Phoenix] hands, Cambridge 60:1 
33:12  not-rusted MS, Cambridge 60:2] not rusted Phoenix 
33:12  waist-coat MS, Cambridge 60:2] waistcoat Phoenix 
33:13  knew MS, Phoenix] know Cambridge 60:3 
33:20  blue-eyed said MS, TS, Cambridge 60:9] blue-eyed one said 

Phoenix 
33:32 understands, from the voice Phoenix, Cambridge 60:20] 

understands, <the human voice>, from the voice MS 
34:1   harsh, MS, Cambridge 60:23] harsh Phoenix 
34:3  We MS] He Phoenix, Cambridge 60:25 
34:8  park land MS, Cambridge 60:30] park-land Phoenix 
34:11 tools, MS, Cambridge 60:33] tools Phoenix 
34:16  walked, MS, Phoenix] walked Cambridge 60:38 
34:22  true, MS, Cambridge 61:4] true. Phoenix 
34:25  men MS] man Phoenix, Cambridge 61:7 
34:33  turned, MS, Cambridge 61:14] turned Phoenix  
34:35  oxen, MS, Cambridge 61:15] oxen Phoenix 
35:15  faintly-conical MS, Cambridge 61:29] faintly conical 

Phoenix 
35:21–2 the squares MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 61:35] the <great> 

squares MS 
35:24–5 the Congregational Chapel. MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 

61:38] the <golden> ┌Congregational Chapel.┐ MS 
35:26  realisation MS, TS, Cambridge 61:39] realization Phoenix 
35:33  these men MS, Phoenix] these man Cambridge 62:6 
36:6–7 beech-leaves MS, Phoenix] beach-leaves Cambridge 62:13 
36:7  sharply, MS, Cambridge 62:14] sharply Phoenix 
36:9  yellow MS, Cambridge 62:15] golden Phoenix 
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36:14  woolen MS] woollen Phoenix, Cambridge 62:20 
36:14–5 but some were clean-shaven, and dressed in grey shirts, 

MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 62:20-1] ┌but some were clean-
shaven, and dressed in grey shirts, ┐ MS 

36:22  cord-fringe MS, Cambridge 62:27] cord fringe Phoenix 
36:25  no-one MS, Cambridge 62:31] no one Phoenix 
37:1  rampart-walls MS, Cambridge 63:3] rampart walls Phoenix 
37:11  the hair MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 63:13] the <bea> hair MS 
37:23  Why MS, Cambridge 63:24] Why, Phoenix 
37:27  houses; MS] houses, Phoenix, Cambridge 63:28 
37:27  porticos MS] porticoes Phoenix, Cambridge 63:28  
38:2  woolen MS] woollen Phoenix, Cambridge 63:37  
38:3   realised MS, TS, Cambridge 63:38] realized Phoenix 
38:9  touching MS, Phoenix] torching Cambridge 64:5 
38:10  west, MS, Phoenix] west. Cambridge 64:6 
38:24 the soft MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 64:19] the <strange> 

┌soft┐ MS 
38:24 of women MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 64:19] of <men> 

┌women┐ MS 
38:24  and men MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 64:19] and <women> 

┌men┐ MS 
38:35  crocus blue MS, Cambridge 64:30] crocus-blue Phoenix 
39:1   like lilac sparks MS, Cambridge 64:30-1] like sparks 

Phoenix 
39:4  falling, MS, Phoenix] falling Cambridge 64:34 
39:24  Some-one MS, Cambridge 65:13] Someone Phoenix 
39:24  me MS, Cambridge 65:13] us Phoenix 
39:26 the floor MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 65:14] the <table> 

┌floor┐ MS 
39:29 were no MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 65:18] were < ? > no MS 
40:12  last MS] lusty Phoenix, lust Cambridge 65:33  
40:12  big, MS, Cambridge 65:34] big Phoenix 
40:18  liquid butter MS, Phoenix] liquid-butter Cambridge 65:39–40 
40:31  themselves, MS, Phoenix] themselves Cambridge 66:12 
41:6  room. MS, Cambridge 66:19] room? Phoenix 
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41:6–7 So I hung my cloak in the curving lobby, and entered the 
men’s hall. MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 66:20–1] ┌So I hung 
my cloak in the curving lobby, and entered the men’s hall. ┐ 
MS 

41:13  still. The room MS, Cambridge 66:26] still. [NEW 
PARAGRAPH] The room Phoenix 

41:19  softly lighted MS, Cambridge 66:32] softly-lighted Phoenix 
41:19  porticos MS] porticoes Phoenix, Cambridge 66:32 
41:24  softly-lighted MS, Cambridge 66:36] softly lighted Phoenix 
41:24  golden coloured MS] golden-coloured Phoenix, Cambridge 

66:36 
41:25  porticos MS] porticoes Phoenix, Cambridge 66:36 
41:28  congregational MS, Cambridge 66:39] Congregational 

Phoenix 
42:1  ante-chamber MS, TS, Cambridge 67:6] antechamber 

Phoenix 
42:6  fruited MS, TS, Cambridge 67:11] fruit-like Phoenix 
42:15  seems MS, Penguin] seems, Phoenix, Cambridge 67:20 
42:20  cushions MS, Phoenix, Cambridge 67:25] cushons Penguin 
42:21  arm-chair MS, TS, Cambridge 67:26] armchair Phoenix 
42:26  preservation— MS] preservation, Phoenix, Cambridge 67:29  
42:31  fretful MS] perfect Phoenix, Cambridge 67:35  
43:13  butterfly, MS] butterfly Phoenix, Cambridge 68:9  
43:18  “It MS, Cambridge 68:14] It Phoenix 
43:19  eat— MS, Cambridge 68:15] eat. [NEW LINE] [Unfinished] 

Phoenix 
 

1  The textual apparatus of the Cambridge edition on 59:38 is incorrect in 
indicating that “wolen” is how the word is spelt here in the manuscript.  

 


